ID Type

11846 User Story
12335 User Story
12722 User Story
10896 User Story
8976 User Story

12261 User Story
12663 User Story

12319 User Story
12556 User Story
12651 User Story
12608 User Story
12814 User Story
12815 User Story
12789 Bug
12656 Bug
12433 Bug
12263 Bug
11150 Bug

What we did
Added daily (at night, actually) synchronization of customer organizations with MSPC - now organization
details are ALWAYS up to date. We also uploaded over 10,000 organizations from Eshop and removed some
duplicate entries.
Optimized some scripts for invoice calculations. Probably not something you will immediately feel, but an
important step towards automating invoicing process.
More work towards supporting consumption data for AWS offers. Soon you'll be able to see detailed
consumption reports and detailed invoices when buyin and using AWS services.
Fixe a bug when you sometimes couldn't resend a user invite.
Added IE11 support for our product management suite.
Completed second phase of integration of the new login system into the platform. We're already using it in
our reseller management and product management suite, now coming soon to your portal! It will bring better
stability and performance.
We made new login pages in our reseller management and product management suite. Not just prettier, but
also functional - it uses our new login system. Same coming soon to your portal!
We documented how our bulk product import in the product management suite works. It will be the basis to
creating beautiful knowledgebase articles for everyone who wants to onboard and sell managed services and
other offerings.
It is now easier for us to set up resale contracts for you as a vendor in our product management suite.
Yet another milestone in building out our offer & price plans configuration features that will be available in
future.
We taught our upcoming offer configuration features to play along with how pricing of product management
suite works. No hassle, it's important work behind the scenes.
Our reseller management suite now has built-in reports. No need to open PowerBI, neat!
Prepared our reseller management suite for multi-organization use. It's finally coming out!
Prevented an admin of a certain vendor from seeing the list of all vendors in product management suite.
Fixed a bug when offers would sometimes lose their images on their way to your screen. All images were
returned to their offers unharmed.
Fixed a rear bug when our product management suite would sometimes forget to load certain sections.
Sometimes your newly created add-ons would not allow you to specify prerequisite offers in product
management suite. Not anymore.
When you create yourself as a vendor in our product management suite, your short an full organization
names will be saved.

12173
11326
12737
12370

Bug
Bug
Bug
Bug

12679 Bug

You used to be able to set two different base prices for the same offer during a bulk upload to product
management suite. Rest assured, "price discrimination" is strictly prohibited starting today, and machines are
no longer confused.
Search results would sometimes display hidden offers. We fixed that.
To the very few of you who experienced an error during tenant creation - that will no longer happen.
Fixed a bug when sometimes select offers could display the wrong retail price.
Reseller creation is now much more consistent - we squashed a few bugs that would sneak up at inopportune
moments.

